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ABSTRACT
We present the VIsual Support to Interactive TOurism in
Tuscany (VISITO Tuscany) project which offers an interactive guide for tourists visiting cities of art accessible via
smartphones. The peculiarity of the system is that user interaction is mainly obtained by the use of images – In order
to receive information on a particular monument users just
have to take a picture of it. VISITO Tuscany, using techniques of image analysis and content recognition, automatically recognize the photographed monuments and pertinent
information is displayed to the user. In this paper we illustrate how the use of landmarks recognition from mobile
devices can provide the tourist with relevant and customized
information about various type of objects in cities of art.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H3.1 [Information Storage and Retrievals]: Content
Analysis and Indexing; H3.5 [Information Systems]: Online Information Services—Commercial services

General Terms
Experimentation, Algorithms
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INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, the problem of recognizing landmarks
has received growing attention by the research community.
As an example, Google presented its approach to building
a web-scale landmark recognition engine [6] that was also
used to implement the Google Goggles service [5].
VISITO Tuscany (VIsual Support to Interactive TOurism
in Tuscany1 ) also aims at addressing this interesting issue
and investigates and realizes technologies able to offer an
1
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Figure 1: Tourist information on a smartphone

interactive and customized advanced tour guide service to
visit the cities of art in Tuscany. More specifically, it focuses
on offering services to be used (see Figure 2):
During the tour – through the use of mobile devices of new
generation, in order to improve the quality of the experience. As shown in Figure 1, the mobile device is used by the
user to get detailed information about what he’s watching,
or about the context he’s placed in. While taking pictures
of monuments, places and other close-up objects, the user
points out what, according to him, seems to be more interesting. When a picture is taken it is processed by the
system to infer which are the user’s interests and to provide
him relevant and customized information. For example, if a
user takes a picture of the bell tower of Giotto, he can get
detailed information describing the bell tower, its structural
techniques, etc.
Before the tour – to plan the visit in a better way. Both the
information sent by other users and their experiences, can be
employed by the user to better plan his own visit, together
with the information already included in the database system and, more generally, on the web. The interaction will
take place through advanced methods based on 3D graphics.
After the tour – to keep the memory alive and share it
with other people. The user can access the pictures and the
itinerary he followed through advanced mode of interaction
based on 3D graphics. Moreover, he might share his information and experiences with other users by creating social
networks.

Figure 2: The VISITO Tuscany project services.
Even if the general objective of the VISITO Tuscany project
is broader, in this demonstration we will mainly focus on
the use of the Smartphone to obtain information during a
visit in an tourist place. The user can obtain information on
monuments by simply pointing the landmark of interest with
the embedded camera and taking a picture. The acquired
image is analyzed and the landmark recognized so that the
user can be provided with related information.
The demonstrated system is composed of three main components: a client application that runs on a mobile phone,
an image classifier that recognizes landmarks contained in
pictures, and a digital library containing descriptions of various monuments. At the moment of writing, we have created recognizers for hundreds of monuments in three cities
in Tuscany: Florence, Pisa, and San Gimignano. For these
monuments we also populated the digital library with descriptions consisting of text and images that can be easily
read from a mobile device. When the user takes a picture
of a monument, the picture is first sent to the classifier that
checks if one of the available monuments is recognized. In
case a monument is recognized, the description is retrieved
from the digital library and sent back to the mobile device.
Landmark recognition is performed using local features and
kNN based classification algorithms. We defined a new approach that relies on a revision of the single label kNN classification algorithmn. More specifically, as better discussed
in [1, 2], we propose an algorithm that first assigns a label to
each local feature of an image query. The label of the image
is then assigned on the basis of the labels and confidences
assigned to its local features. In other words, our kNN approach is based on the similarity among the local features of
the query image and the ones in the training set rather than
similarity among whole images. Even if we do not rely on an
Image-to-Class distance, our approach is similar to the one
described in [3]. Moreover, for bag of words approaches, the
importance of considering relations between local features
belonging to different images of the same class, has been recently studied in [4] where visual synonyms are considered
for landmark image retrieval.
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